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people within his own memory. 'There are no such groups of half-
starved, miserable, scald-headed children with rickety limbs and bandy
legs as there were in the days of my youth,' he writes in 1824, "neither
is there anything like the same mortality amongst them.'113 And again
after a tour of inspection through the poorest parts of London, from
the Tower to Limehouse by the water-side, and back by Ratcliffe
Highway and Rosemary Lane:
I carefully observed the children and can safely say they are equal in every
respect and in many respects superior to the children of tradesmen in much
more wealthy districts ... within my memory. Although it was Friday, the
children were clean and healthy. The children of tradesmen... keeping good
houses in the Strand for instance... all of them when I was a boy had lice in
their hair. The children I examined today do not seem to be at all troubled
with these vermin. In many of the narrow alleys there were numbers of very
poor children, but even these were cleanly compared with former times, for
among these, the most miserable part of the community, there were evident
gradations, matching the poverty and habits of the parents. Few were so
wretchedly clothed or so filthy as numbers used to be. Many carried with
them some mark of the wish of their poor parents to do their best for them,
a clean rag of a shirt, or a frock, or some such thing was common among
them. Multitudes now wear shoes and stockings... who within my recollec-
tion never wore any. ... I did not see one child with a scald head, nor one
with bandy legs called cheese-cutters, that is with the shin-bone bowed out.
The number of children who had 'cheese-cutters' was formerly so great that
if an estimate were now made it would not be believed.
Much of the improvement he ascribes to the cheapness of cotton for
garments and bed-hangings and the ease with which they could be_
washed. He found out the prices of these things in the shops of East
London: stays, 35.6d. and 2S. 6d. a pair, printed cotton from 4d. to is. a
yard, white cotton stockings from ud. upwards; rugs, counterpanes
and blankets were correspondingly cheap.' These prices,' he says, * show
the facility with which the working people who have any means at all
may provide themselves.'113 He remembered the time when
•.. the wives of journeymen, tradesmen and shopkeepers either wore leather
stays, or what were called full-boned stays. . . . These were never washed
although worn day by day for years. The wives and grown daughters of

